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ABSTRACT

Miners’ casualties and environmental disruption keep troubling mining industry while the ultimate prospect in mining industry to develop efficient and eco-friendly intelligent mining technology remains. The breakthrough of exploration technology and directional well technology provides new opportunities under the assistance of giant computer technology. This paper elaborates a new workflow of intelligent mining based on GGD (Geology; Geophysics; Drilling) technology. Meanwhile, it points the key technologies for realization procedures including the development of giant drilling and exploitation equipment and backfilling facilities. Most significantly, the application of GGD technology would bring about profound revolution in the design and manufacturing of mining equipment industry.

INTRODUCTION

Mineral resources are the guarantee of economic growth and indispensable items of citizens’ common lives. However, newsletters reporting severe security and environmental problems caused by traditional mining are extremely frequent all over the world.

As is known to all, traditional mining is mainly driven by transmission. The implementation of mining engineering needs to develop professional mines in which the underground operations should be conducted. Especially when deep mining is conducted, the geological environment underground becomes more complicated.
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while present technological conditions can’t meet the requirements of deep mining, which greatly increase the possibilities of all kinds of accidents. Moreover, even if diverse techniques have been developed to realize mining in layers which have different rock properties and geological structures, incidents such as mine collapses, floods, explosions, fire within the mine, breakpoints and so on still occur frequently. These accidents keep threatening miners’ lives and companies’ safe production while causing millions of dollars’ loss every year. Meanwhile, the condition in mine is extremely dark and narrow together with a huge density of miners coupled with the ever-changing operating spots, under which situation the possibility of operational errors would greatly increase. In general, both technological defects and man-made errors lead to frequent accidents in mining engineering.

Environmental problems can usually be divided into two areas: the damage of surface vegetation and pollution of underground water. Usually, traditional mining has the features of small scale mines and a large number of exploitation spots. Once encounter windy weather, a clear majority of mining scene would be dominated by numerous sand and dust, which would lead to dust flying phenomenon and harm the environment seriously. Due to technical constraints, a large amount of waste water has been produced during the mining process. In most situations, mining enterprises choose to dig out precipitation pit or directly discharge them into the river under the temptation of interests. Once the waste water wasn’t treated properly, the quantity of sediment in river would sharply increase in a short time, which would cause the uplift of river bed and threaten the security of riverway.

Mining industry would no longer stop its own steps no matter what kind of potential secure and environmental risks it might take, considering the mineral resources are the guarantee of economic growth and citizens’ daily lives. Moreover, since the economic growth is becoming the theme of the world, nations all over the world are looking for new possibilities to develop the economy. Traditional mining methods at the cost of miners’ security and environmental pollution will no longer exist. Meanwhile, shallow mineral resources are becoming more and more scarce and faced with different levels of resource crisis[1]. According to the resource situation, deep mining would be the only way to keep economy thriving. Inevitably, to exploit deep mineral resources, intelligence is an indispensable segment to the giant machine because traditional mining would result in much more casualties and tremendous damage to the environment. Thus, it is evident that intelligence is the undeniable direction of mining industry. So, there comes the question: what kind of mining can be defined as intelligent mining? Here is the definition: Intelligent mining is a kind of mining technique which combines digital exploitation, intelligent equipment, tele-control of mining process, informatization of message delivering and operating management to ensure miners’ safety, efficiency, economy and environment protected[2].

The pursuits of intelligent and automated mining have influenced mining industry profoundly through mining theory, staff management and mine development. Considering the potential interest that they may bring about, a
competition has risen among nations all over the world. In the 1980s, Canadian company Noranda developed several intelligent mining equipments mainly included automated mining trunk and Load-Haul-Dump facilities to meet the standard of automated hard-rock mining, which can be considered as the first attempt of automated and intelligent mining[3]. Since then, the developments of intelligent mining go through many breakthroughs. In 1996, three companies, Dyno, INCO and Tamrock started a cooperative development of Mining Automated Project (MAP) to adapt complex geological environment and increase the efficiency of mining[4].

However, present intelligent mining technologies mostly focus on the exploitation of minerals instead of realizing automated procedures from ore body detection to exploitation and slag backfilling. This essay will introduce a new intelligent mining technology—GGD(Geology; Geophysics; Drilling) technology which attaches great importance on environment and intelligence of integration of exploring, mining and slag backflow.

CONCEPT AND WORKFLOWS OF GGD TECHNOLOGY

Nowadays, with the significant progress made in giant computer technology, it is a new trend to make full use of modern spatial analysis, data mining, knowledge digging, virtual reality and its visualization, multi-media and scientific computing technology to provide new ideas for simulation, process analysis, mineral resource assessment, mine planning, development design, production safety and decision management[5]. Currently, in the case of individual technology, such as the advanced geological exploration technology, three-dimensional visualization technology, drilling and directional drilling technology, hydraulic mining all have mature industrial applications to a large degree[6]-[14].

Through the integration of related technological innovation, this paper presents a new deep mining technology that is based on GGD technology. The first G in GGD refers to the basic theory and practice of Geological exploration; the second G is Geophysical technology, which mainly refers to artificial earthquake technology, geophysical logging technology and its practice; D is Drilling, which is the theory and practice of drilling technology and gas lift reverse circulation mining technology. The basic principle of the technology is: using geological (G) and geophysical techniques (G) accurately describe the occurrence of underground mineral deposits. The geo-steering technology realizes the drilling (D) well in real time and precisely guides the formation of the excavation well in the reservoir. And then it carries out the hydraulic jetting of the orebody in the reservoir. Finally, using the gas lift reverse circulation technology to carry the slurry to the surface and backfill the slag. To illustrate GGD deep mining technology, a workflow is placed in Figure 1.
THE KEY TECHNOLOGIES REALIZING GGD INTELLIGENT MINING

Geological Exploration and Geophysics Technology

Geological exploration is the basic theory and practice of mineral exploration. In recent years, due to the emergence of multitudinous Metallogenic theory, such as Fluid Metallogenic Theory, Multi-trend extrapolation prediction theory and Neural Network Theory, it’s a novel idea to predict mineralization and in turn enrich the theoretical framework of metallogenic prediction[15]. Meanwhile, with the integration and innovation of diverse metallogenic theories, a variety of forecasting and evaluation methods have been developed, which have ideal predicting results under complicated geological conditions[16]-[17].

Geophysical technology is mainly consisted by theories and practices of artificial earthquake technology and geophysical logging technology. In recent decades, great progress has been achieved in information technology, which made it possible to monitor the practice of geophysical exploration. For example, it’s a transition to use geophysical exploration, geochemical exploration and remote sensing data to explain geophysical structure rather than traditional exploration methods. The quantity of resources can be precisely calculated through magnetic and geochemical data. It is a new trend to establish spatial databases for data processing and spatial analysis, which can be applied in different fields like using GIS graphics data and so on. Consequently, what has been involved is an indispensable support for geophysical exploration, which improves the efficiency of
data processing and increases the accuracy of metallogenic prediction. Most importantly, it’s a profound progress that promotes geological exploration to the direction of informatization and intelligence[18]-[19].

The technology can also help determine the priority mining that has the most economical value through geological and geophysical techniques, which can accurately describe the occurrence and scale of underground mineral deposits.

**Three-Dimensional Geological Modeling**

Three-dimensional geological modeling is a kind of visualization technology which takes advantage of geology, logging, geophysical data and interpretation of the results & conceptual model to generate three-dimensional quantitative stochastic model. Since Simon W. Houlding firstly put forward the concept of three-dimensional geological modeling, numerous successful applications have been utilized in the development of petroleum, solid mine, underground city space and many other areas with the integration of computer calculation and program algorithm. The technology of three-dimensional geological modeling combines primary drilling data and basic geological research together to delineate the 3D space distribution of ore body, calculate the quantity and realize the fine comparison of detailed layer information and geological structure. In present mining industry, numerous software for three-dimensional reservoir and geological ore modeling has been widely applied. For instance, Petrel by Schlumberger, SKUA-GoCad by Paradigm and Arcgis by Esri all have mature application in mining industry. Moreover, Minex-Pitopt, Micromine, Survcad, Minescape, CRYStAL, Geostart, GtPSS/H, Geocomp, Suiypac2000, Surpac, whitle3D all have certain application in different areas. Petrel has a great reputation in petroleum industry because its outstanding ability of visualization and geological interpretation & analysis. In the field of geophysical information, Arcgis is the absolute mainstream software causing its strong capabilities of map production, spatial data management, spatial analysis and spatial information integration. Based on the comprehensive utilization of three-dimensional model, the research and engineering staff can adjust the development plan at any time according to the geological model, so as to provide detailed design for the following directional well.

**Drilling and Mining Technology**

**GEO-STEERING TECHNOLOGY**

Since the 1990s, geo-steering has been successfully applied in oil and gas exploration[20]. With the constantly innovation of MWD and LWD Technology, new algorithms and software are being developed and used in geo-steering. Approximately a year ago, Russian scientists proposed and perfected a new LWD algorithm[21]. The implementation of the new algorithm avoids the manufacture and use of new instruments but just improves the processing methods of obtained
signals. Considering its compatibility, the algorithm would surely have great application prospects[22]-[23]. Electromagnetic wave transmission drilling technology has also made several great progress including rising the depth of measurement to 4,420km. US Scientific Drilling Company developed a drill gyroscope tester (gyro-measurement while drilling, gMWD) through encapsulating the aerospace precision gyro orientation device in the MWD instrument. By the end of 2007, gMWD had been successfully applied in hundreds of multi-branch wells in the United States and played an important role in wells which need precise orientation or docking particularly. Moreover, US researchers developed a downhole drilling diagnostic system (diagnostics-while-drilling, DWD). The system can link downhole layer formation and drilling conditions to ground data in real time to optimize drilling parameters and borehole trajectories, guide drilling operations, adapt downhole complicated conditions, improve drilling speed and get the maximize drilling efficiency. Modern LWD technology and the improvement of logging technology allow us to successfully find target layers while entering layer data automatically to make technical assurance for subsequent mining constructions and intelligent mining.

DRILLING DESIGN

Directional drilling technology has become one of the core technologies in modern drilling and been widely used in large displacement directional wells, horizontal wells and special process wells. This technology is based on 3D geological modeling combined with seismic information, geological data, logging records and other multidisciplinary data to improve the track optimization. For example, the NDS technology developed by Schlumberger company has made outstanding commercial achievements. The technology obtains and makes full use of seismic information, wells drilling, logging and other information through the pre-drilling geological model. Then it plans reasonable well track and designs appropriate drilling tools while predicting potential accidents early to ensure mining safety and efficiency[23]. In addition, auxiliary application of mainstream commercial software also significantly enhances the reliability and accuracy of drilling design. Taking the widely used Paradigm software in today's industry for instance, researchers can use 3D geological modeling model which contains geological formation, geological structure, rock properties and other relevant information. Then they can accurately predict even avoid the risk of adjacent drilling collision and ease or eliminate the buckling problems before the completion of the overall drilling program.
HYDRAULIC MINING TECHNOLOGY

Hydraulic mining technology is a new mining method based on drilling technology and hydraulic principles. Since the middle of the nineteenth century in North America, the first water jet was used to mine non-consolidated deposits [24]. With the promotion of hydraulic mining technology, a large number of jet tools have greatly facilitated the researches of water jets. In 1980s, the developments of Abrasive jet, cavitation jet, gas jet and self-jet even bring water jet into a new stage. The application of hydraulic mining technology can ensure the drilling process efficiently and eco-friendly especially in mining deep mineral deposits. Through the establishment of mathematical models, automatic slurry lifting technology based on gas reverse circulation principles is developed, which tactfully maintains the relationship among the pressure differences, the wind pressure and the sinking depth of the mixer to improve the efficiency of slurry lifting. Figure 2 illustrates the hydraulic mining process.

Figure 2. Drilling hydraulic mining process.
CONCLUSIONS

(1) Intelligent drilling and mining technology for deep solid mineral resources based on GGD is an integrated intelligent mining program, which is the coordination of three-dimensional geological modeling technology, Geo-steering, gas lift reverse circulation mining technology (slurry lifting technology) and slag backfilling technology. The application of new mining technology can solve the following questions: ① Underground vegetation damage and environmental pollution problems during development; ② Safe production of tunnels; ③ Cost optimization issues.

(2) The idea of intelligent drilling of deep solid mineral resources provides a new drilling equipment design and manufacturing ideas for the relevant enterprises, which is a great leap toward the intelligence and standardization of mining industry under the call of industrial 4.0 era. The emergence of intelligent drilling and mining technology have injected new vitality for the gradual aging mining industry by pointing out the direction for the future development of mining industry. GGD mining technology is bound to bring a new round of technological revolution and accelerate the upgrading of traditional mining industry.
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